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& Quot;Animal Science Reviews 2011" provides scientists and students in animal
science with timely analysis on key topics in current research. Originally
published online in CAB Reviews, this volume makes available in printed form
the reviews in animal science published during 2011.
Although GM crops are seen by their advocates as a key component of the future
of world agriculture and as part of the solution for world poverty and hunger, their
uptake has not been smooth nor universal: they have been marred by
controversy and all too commonly their regulation has been challenged as
inadequate, even biased. This book aims to understand these dynamics,
examining the impacts of GM crops in diverse contexts and their potentials to
contribute to sustainable agricultural futures. Part 1 draws on research from three
global ‘rising powers’ – Brazil, India and Mexico – exploring the views of
scientists, farmers and publics. Using a diverse array of ethnographic and
qualitative methodologies, the book examines the dynamics that have
underpinned the controversy in three diverse geo-political contexts, the manner
in which dominant institutional framings have been closely aligned with the
interests of powerful elites, and the multiple ways in which these have been
resisted through local, symbolic and material practices. Part 2 comprises a series
of short comment pieces from 11 leading social and natural scientists responding
to the question of how to develop a policy framework for the responsible
innovation of sustainable, culturally appropriate and socially just agricultural GM
technologies. This innovative book offers new insights for researchers and
postgraduates in Science and technology studies, Agro-ecology and
Environmental Studies, Development studies, Anthropology, Human Geography,
Sociology, Political Science, Public Administration, Latin American studies, and
Asian studies.
Includes section "Recent literature."
Contents Summary:Sustainable Neighborhoods in China; Today’s Shanghai Small
Towns; Low Carbon Renovation for Residential Buildings in China’s Rural Area;
Defining Principles for Contemporary Chinese Architecture; Shanghai Transforming; Art
+ Village + City: A Call for Ethnographic Methods in Research on Chinese Mega-Cities;
Shanghainese sub-urbanism; Assessment in rural-urban context; Hapzard Growth in a
Land of Plenty; The Lost Village. On Kunming Chenggong New Town.
Worldwide energy and food crises are spotlighting the importance of bio-based
products – an area many are calling on for solutions to these shortages. Biocatalysis
and Agricultural Biotechnology encapsulates the cutting-edge advances in the field with
contributions from more than 50 international experts comprising sectors of academia,
industry, and government research institutes, a virtual Who’s Who among biocatalysis
scientists. Created Under the Editorial Guidance of Leading Biotechnology Experts With
the aid of numerous graphs and illustrations, this authoritative reference documents
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such important advances as: Cloning and characterization of Kennedy pathway
acyltransferases Engineering of plants for industrial uses New approaches from
acquired tolerance to the biotic and abiotic stress of economically important crops This
comprehensive text also explores a variety of bio-based industrial products, including:
The modification of enzyme character through gene manipulation The biocatalytic
synthesis of chiral intermediates for drug development The use of Omega-3
phospholipid nano capsules as effective forms for transporting immune response
modifiers Providing in-depth reviews of this ancient field and its modern-day advances,
Biocatalysis and Agricultural Biotechnology is an invaluable lab reference for teachers,
graduate students, and industrial scientists conducting research in the biosciences.
The world’s key resources of energy, food and water, which are closely connected and
interdependent on each other, are coming under increasing pressure, as a result of
increasing population, development and climate change. In the case of China, following
its recent economic surge, energy, food and water are already nearing the point of
shortage. This book considers how China is working to avoid shortages of energy, food
and water, and the effect this is having internationally. Subjects covered include
domestic policy debates on China’s resource strategies, challenges for managing
transboundary waters related to China, responses from various regions and countries
to China’s ‘Go Out’ strategy, and China’s increasing energy links with Russia and
declining agricultural trade with the United States. The book concludes by discussing in
comparative perspective China’s outward resource acquisition activities and the
consequent policy implications.
This book owes its origins to a collation of some of my publications for which a higher
doctorate (Doctor of Agricultural Science) was awarded by the University of Melbourne in
2004. In that guise it was titled: Integrating Reductionist Research into International Agricultural
Development: Re-conceiving Agricultural Research for Development; Technical Support for
Development; Thai Agriculture; International Agriculture; Agricultural Education. It was thus an
attempt to seek continuity across my research and development activities around various
countries up until that time and to distill from it some conclusions that might inform future
directions for international agricultural research and development. The citation from the higher
doctorate read: ‘to John Lindsay Falvey who, from 30 years’ research combining technical,
social, environmental, policy and historical research in the developing world, challenged the
simple importing of agricultural technology. He demonstrated that indigenous knowledge and
culture is critical to sustainability, food security and human development, thereby potentially
benefitting millions of persons participating in international development projects.’ The citation
is both an exaggeration and an understatement. It may or may not have assisted millions of
persons – how can anyone know. But in another sense, the work revealed the lost element of
wholeness that once characterized good science, good lives and wisdom. The information
presented here is snippets from papers and books that strive to make that revelation explicit.
Its partial prototype benefitted in presentation and explication from my colleagues who formed
the panel for the higher doctorate deliberations, Professors David Chapman, Adrian Egan and
Robert White.
A personal perspectives. Technical change and agricultural development. The agricultural
research institution. National agricultural research systems. The international agricultural
research system. Reviewing agricultural research programs. Location and scale in agricultural
research. The private sector in agricultural research. Institutional and project funding of
research. The economic benefits from agricultural research. Research resource allocation. The
social sciences in agricultural research. Responsability and agricultural research.
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Vol. for 1963 includes section Current Australian serials; a subject list.

The introduction of new technologies can be controversial, especially when they create
ethical tensions as well as winners and losers among stakeholders and interest groups.
While ethical tensions resulting from the genetic modification of crops and plants and
their supportive gene technologies have been apparent for decades, persistent
challenges remain. This book explores the contemporary nature, type, extent and
implications of ethical tensions resulting from agricultural biotechnology specifically and
technology generally. There are four main arenas of ethical tensions: public opinion,
policy and regulation, technology as solutions to problems, and older versus new
technologies. Contributions focus on one or more of these arenas by identifying the
ethical tensions technology creates and articulating emerging fault lines and, where
possible, viable solutions. Key features include focusing on contemporary challenges
created by new and emerging technologies, especially agricultural biotechnology.
Identifying a unique perspective by considering the problem of ethical tensions created
or enhanced by new technologies. Providing an interdisciplinary perspective by
including perspectives from sociologists, economists, philosophers and other social
scientists. This book will be of interest to academics in agricultural economics,
sociology and philosophy and policymakers concerned with introducing new technology
into agriculture.
The distinguished historian Winton U. Solberg presents a detailed case study of one
institution's transformation into a modern American university. The years 1894 to 1904
mark the stormy tenure of Andrew S. Draper as president of the University of Illinois.
Draper, a successful superintendent of schools with no college or university experience
and no credentials as a post-secondary administrator, presided over many crucial
improvements in the university's physical plant, curricula, and other areas. However, he
failed to infuse the university with a spirit of cohesion, and his term as president was
fraught with conflict. From his inauguration on, the autocratic Draper collided with deans
and faculty who opposed both the substance of his changes and the manner in which
he presented and implemented them. This volume closely examines the Draper years
from the perspectives of faculty, students, and administrators. Solberg outlines the
administrative, faculty, staff, and physical infrastructure. He also reveals a vibrant and
varied student life, including a whirl of social activities, literary societies, intercollegiate
debate and athletics, hazing, religion, and increasingly prominent fraternities. A sharply
delineated and detailed picture of a university in transition, The University of Illinois,
1894-1904 traces the school's shift from an institution known primarily as a training
ground for engineers to a full-fledged university poised to compete on the national level.
Fully-sourced country-specific files on the basic resources committed to national
agricultural research systems for 154 developing and developed countries.

Guide to contents of a collection of United States Joint Publications Research
Service translations in the social sciences emanating from Communist China.
This list of agricultural periodicals of the United States and Canada does not
represent a complete list.
Proposed Initiatives for Food and Agricultural Sciences, 1981-86A Report of the
Joint Council on Food and Agricultural SciencesAgricultural Science
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